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Ritual Texts and How to Write them in Demotic Egyptian

In Ancient Egypt, ritual texts are an important part of the culture. They 
are among the earliest attested longer texts, and they continue to be used 
down to the first centuries CE. In quite a few cases, we can even see how 
the very same compositions were used for almost three millennia—or at 
least approximately the same compositions since in practice, some diver- 
gences in wording are the rule rather than the exception. This entails, 
however, that the language used in the ritual formulae is very different 
from the language in actual use among the population—the effect is likely 
to have been similar to the use of Latin in church service during medieval 
and modern times.

Such a divergence has repercussions when it comes to the writing 
system used. There is no problem as long as you use traditional writing 
systems for rendering traditional formulae because the Iinguistic ele- 
ments needed for classical Egyptian speech can easily be represented 
in hieroglyphic and hieratic writing. In actual realisation, hieratic ritual 
papyri even of the second century CE normally do not pose really serious 
obstacles to understanding them, even though the orthography of some 
selected few words might cause trouble.

The situation becomes considerably more difficult once you go beyond 
this restricted circle. There was a growing tendency to write such ritual 
texts, even if they were linguistically very much in a traditional register of 
classical Egyptian language, in the new medium of demotic script. Quite a 
few manuscripts of this type known by now, especially an ostracon (oHor 
18) with a ritual for purification and protection of the king and the Apis- 
bull ffom Memphis (Quack in press), the ffinerary papyrus Louvre E 3452 
(Smith 1979), an ostracon from Thebes with a complex liturgical hymn 
(Smith 1977; Smith 1999), a stela from Akhmim with a solar hymn (Vleem- 
ing 1990; Vleeming 2004), a late Ptolemaic or early Roman wooden tablet 
with a hymn to the uraeus-deity (Widmer 2004), an ostracon with a hymn
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to the sistrum-play (Quack 2001), and a relatively substantial number of 
liturgical compositions on papyrus from Soknopaiou Nesos, mostly only 
available through preliminary reports (Hoffmann 2002; Hoffmann in press; 
Widmer 1998; Widmer 2005; Widmer 2007), plus some funerary composi- 
tions (Smith 2009a: 392; Smith 2009b; Smith 2010; Smith in press).

These texts have, on first look, one overarching similarity: they look 
strange and quite incomprehensible to somebody accustomed to demotic 
texts; and even if they were transcribed back into hieroglyphs, they would 
look equally strange to somebody accustomed to ritual texts in hiero- 
glyphic and hieratic writing.

However, already now it should be stressed that while those are the 
compositions which abound in the orthographies I am studying here, now 
and again we can encounter them also in other, mainly literary, texts,1 
be it as single archaic lexems in an otherwise “normal” demotic texts or 
as chunks of archaic language in a text which is inhomogeneous in its 
language, like the Ritual for Entering the Chamber of Darkness.2 There 
are even some plausible cases of “unetymological” writing making use of 
word-groups in administrative and documentary texts (Lippert & Schen- 
tuleit 2010: 364-365).

The orthography in question is normally called “unetymological” by 
modern scholars. Its basic point is that the demotic sign-combination 
for writing one word is used for the writing quite another, etymologically 
unconnected word. In order to illustrate the point, I would like to provide 
a number of actual cases:

The old noun bw “place” is written as by “soul”.3 The older negation nn 
(no longer in use in contemporary texts) can be written as the group nm 
“for us” (besides another option of writing it with two one-consonantal 
signs for n).4

The preposition of place, in older Egyptian m, but shifted in Demotic 
to n, can, besides a more normal orthography as m or n.m in these texts, 
also be rendered with the group for irm “together with”.5 This sounds quite

' Sometimes also in everyday compositions, if these, in giving a priestly title composed 
with the epithet of a god, have to come up with a way of writing it.

2 For this composition, also known by the less appropriate name “Book of Thot”, see 
the edition by Jasnow & Zauzich (2005); and the study and translation in Quack (2007a; 
2007b).

3 E.g., pStrasbourg 3vs, x+7,12.13.14; see for the writing J.F. Quack (2007a: 289) and Smith 
(2009a: 394 note 32).

4 See Smith (2005:161 note c) with further references.
5 See Vleeming (2004: 628f. and 632 note y); there are also cases of ’irm in the papyrus 

Insinger (coming from Akhmim as well as the stela in question) which I suspect to be writ- 
ings of the preposition n/m, see Hoffmann & Quack (2007: 363 note h).
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strange when considering only the historical transcription of the group, 
but in reality, the preposition “together with” had a contemporary pro- 
nunciation about like *nm, to judge form Coptic forms like itM.

The older Egyptian preposition m-'.w “through, by” is replaced in nor- 
mal Late Egyptian and Demotic by the form m-ti. In ritual texts, when 
it is still used, it has an especially wide variety of possible writings. One 
possibility is to write it like m-nv “in greatness”, another like mw “water” 
(Quack in press a), and finally, it can be written just with one-consonantal 
signs as mw (Smith 2005:144).

A group6 looking at first sight like ps wtc-tp “the one with the green 
head” is used several times for writing psw.t-tpit “first primeval time”.7

The old expression 'ss-hpr.w “of numerous shapes” is written with a 
group looking like 'S “to call” followed by a sequence of one-consonantal 
signs giving hrb (Hoffmann 2001: 225).

We should, of course, be careful not to confuse genuine “unetymologi- 
cal” writing with cases of textual variants where in a ritual formula known 
elsewhere a genuine change in formulation has occurred. A case where 
this can become relevant has been discussed by Mark Smith (Smith in 
press). The original text runs as rt fo*k m-btfok rt fo*k m-huk, “The foot 
of your ka is in front of you, the foot of your ka is behind you.” (Attested 
as such, e.g., in PT 18b (spell 25)). In a demotic papyrus in the Bodleian 
library transmitting a copy of this ritual formula, the noun rt “foot”, is 
written as if it were the verb rwc “flourish”, giving the sentence a surface 
meaning “may your ka flourish before you, may your ka flourish behind 
you”. Since both words are current in demotic, and furthermore even 
have significantly different pronunciations (Coptic form of rt is pacr; Cop- 
tic form of rwc is soypoT with a metathesis, the earlier form would be 
*poyoT; other dialects have BMepoyoT),8 I fail to see why the one should 
be used as deliberate unetymological writing of the other. Rather this is 
a case of the classical phenomenon that Egyptian texts can have shifts 
in formulation which lead to the creation of a genuinely new sense 
(Pries 2011). The fact that in the case of this rather frequently attested 
text this would be the only manuscript to show such a deviation cannot

6 By the term “group” I designate a demotic line-sequence which goes back to a com- 
bination of several signs (normally two- or three-consonantal signs with their phonetic 
complements) but which, on a synchronic perspective, cannot be meaningfully broken 
down into its original constituents.

7 Widmer (2004: 668 and 678 with note 47); Quack (2007a: 281 with note 71); for a simi- 
lar hieroglyphic writing see Quack (2009^: 141).

8 The letters S (for Saidic), B (for Bohairic) and M (for Middle Egyptian) indicate dif- 
ferent Coptic dialects.
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count as a counter-argument since all experience with textual criticism 
shows that many variants are products of a single scribe and attested 
only once.

Necessary Distinctions ofDifferent Cases ofWriting Words 
in Demotic Egyptian

In order not to confuse the issue, it is necessary to draw some clear dis- 
tinctions which have not always been respected in previous discussions. 
Firstly, there are words which do not have a well-documented earlier 
attestation or fixed orthography but only become normal in Demotic. 
Those have, of course, no established traditional orthography at all. The 
normal way is to write them simply with one-consonantal signs plus the 
appropriate determinative. In rare cases, a short demotic word-group with 
fixed vocalic value can be incorporated, as in sy-thy.t. t “danger” where the 
first group is the one for sy “son”.9 Since such words do not have any tra- 
ditional “etymological” form of orthography, we can obviously not speak 
of an unetymological writing at all (contra Stadler 2006: 202 n. 4).

The second case are words which are attested in earlier Egyptian texts 
and also normal in demotic texts, but do not continue to use the same 
orthography. Those have not, up to now, been included in any discus- 
sion of “unetymological writing” in demotic, simply because demotists are 
too used to encounter them in their new orthography to feel in any way 
surprised by their outward form. The most frequent reason for coming 
up with a new orthography is that the traditional word-sign is no longer 
in use in demotic writing. This leads to applying a new orthography, nor- 
mally one with one-consonantal signs based on the actual pronunciation. 
A god case is the word for “fight”. In older Egyptian it occurs as 'hi with

the word-sign This sign does not exist in demotic. Due to regular 
phonetic developments, the contemporary pronunciation was ih and this 
is how the word gets written in demotic orthography.

In some cases, we can observe that the switch from a traditional to a 
modern writing is not coterminous with the rise of demotic writing as 
such, but only occurs in later stages. Especially early demotic writing,

9 The word has no certain pre-demotic attestation; it might be recognized in the group-
writing6lMra1kMln

I (stht) in pBrooklyn 47.218,135, 2,12.
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which is comparatively close to traditional hieratic forms, still makes use 
of some groups abandoned later. Thus, we still find the word bs.w “divine

wrath” written very traditionally as in pRylands IX 24,17;
25, 5 with a group which did not continue as part of the demotic graphic 
inventory, while later texts at least from the Ptolemaic period onwards 
write the word with one-consonantal signs as bw(s).10

A subtype of this case are words where phonetic shifts of individual 
words have made it impractical to further use their traditional orthogra- 
phy even if that still exists for other derivations of the same root. A good 
example is the word hpr.w "shapes, forms”. Originally, it is derived as a 
noun formation from the verb hpr “to exist, to take shape”. Both the verb 
and the noun are still used in demotic (and Coptic) language, and there 
is a specific demotic group for the verb consistently used. However, for 
the noun a sound shift plus later a metathesis have occurred, leading to 
a writing with one-consonantal signs as hbr or later hrb, Coptic ?pB. The 
group for the verb is no longer used in the noun.

We can also adduce the case of the word hry “what is down”. This is 
clearly a derivation of the preposition hr “under”. But while older Egyptian 
writings consistently show the connection by using the same core part of 
the writing, in demotic the word “what is down” is always written with 
one-consonantal signs, not with the historical group used in the preposi- 
tion. The reason is probably that the preposition hr, dropping the final r in 
pronunciation, became gN in Coptic, while the adverb, pronounced gptu, 
sounded quite different.

In rare cases, especially when a phonetic development is not general- 
ized in Egypt but confined to certain regions, we also can have the sit- 
uation that the historical form (with a fixed group) is normal while an 
unetymological form corresponding to the sound-shift is very rare. We 
can produce the example of nb “lord” where the group is normal, while we 
rarely have a form np written with one-consonantal signs and correspond- 
ing to a shift to NNti attested in some Coptic upper Egyptian dialects.11 
Perhaps the choice of the writing has also to do with the different treatment 
of the word according to whether it is used in the status absolutus or the 
status constructus.

“ For the correct etymological connection of the often misunderstood word, see Smith 
(1987:119).

“ Attested pRhind I sd6, see Quack (1991:97, n. 30). The phonetic reason for this writing 
still goes unrecognized in Smith (2009a: 643 n. 98).
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This leaves only the third type as really relevant, namely words no lon- 
ger a normal part of active language during the Late, especially Graeco- 
Roman period. Even with them, we have to be careful what is still used 
and what not, since that can involve quite similar-seeming words.

A good case in point are nominal derivations of the ancient root wc “to 
order, to decree”. While a masculine word wt “order” (ancient wc) is still 
functional in Demotic, its feminine counterpart (ancient wc.t “decree”) 
had died out. When the feminine word occurred in some religious com- 
positions, the only option for writing it actually attested is using the word 
wt.t/wty.t “calamity” (ancient wt.t).n

MethocLological Considerations

After having singled out what is relevant and what not, we can now focus 
on the actual phenomenon that writings usual for one word, normally a 
common demotic one, are used for a quite different, uncommon one.

Detecting all relevant cases can be hampered by a methodological 
problem. In some cases, the new orthography does not produce any 
acceptable overall sense in the text, so that it is relatively easy to arrive at 
the conclusion that it must stand in an unetymological way for something 
quite different. The only real problem is to find a good solution for what 
is actually meant.

It can be much more difficult if the new writing does not, in itself, pro- 
duce nonsense but might be considered as a semantically viable formula- 
tion. If no hieroglyphic or hieratic parallel with a clear orthography is at 
hand, the decision can become difficult. In such cases, the different tem- 
per of individual scholars can lead them to varying approaches. Normally, 
they argue that the writing should be taken at face value “as it stands” 
(Smith 2009a: 278 n. 43). This sounds at first like a solid way of handling a 
text. On closer inspection, however, it can turn out to be more problem- 
atic than it seems.

If we say, in deciding how to semantically decode a specific writing, 
that we take a certain writing “as it stands”, this implies that the ancient 
writer has fixed a default value for a certain word, namely a "normal” 12

12 See Smith (1987:117). Erroneously Stadler (2006: 202) who has not distinguished the 
masculine and feminine form. His rejection of the understanding of wty.t as “decree” in 
pVienna 12006 is ill-founded, as the “decree of Re” mentioned in that text is a composition 
attested also in hieroglyphic texts, see Quack (2008: 367 n. 221).
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orthography, and would only in exceptional cases resort to another, “unet- 
ymological” writing for it. This is, of course, not how things really stand. 
In all cases I have presented here for uncommon words being written by 
the use of groups for quite different words, there is no demotic attestation 
at all for the use of the historical writing of the uncommon word. Thus, 
the scribe had no other choice for the uncommon word but to write it 
with the signs in use for the common one. This means that, if we have a 
text known to draw on uncommon vocabulary, in principle the one ortho- 
graphy can stand equally well for both words, and only considerations of 
context can provide arguments for a decision.

Possible Explanations of the Writing

An important question is of course why such a way of writing came into 
being. We can probably exclude the hypothesis that it was just an intel- 
lectual exercise where one priest tried to impress on another with his 
cleverness. Certainly the reading culture of these manuscripts would not 
be apt to such an attitude; after all, they were intended to be used in ritu- 
als with a clear goal for the community, not read for the fun of a specific 
individual.

We can be a bit less certain that it was not, in a more serious variant 
of this, a trial item for checking the competence of priests. There is one 
piece of positive evidence that reading competence could be tested by 
the administration. In a Greek-Ianguage papyrus from Tebtunis (pTebtu- 
nis 291; Grenfell, Hunt & Goodspeed 1907: 54-58). we have a document 
concerning some adolescent candidates for priesthood. In most cases, the 
descent from a priestly family by the side of the father and the mother is 
the sufficient basis for allowing them to be circumcised, an operation at 
that time officially forbidden and only allowed on application for Egyp- 
tian priests (for whom it was a necessary prerequisite for temple service). 
In one of the cases, however, the candidate does not prove his priestly 
descent but shows his competence by being able to read the hieratic 
and the Egyptian script from a hieratic book fetched from the temple.'3 
I suppose that the terminology means Hieratic and Demotic writing. This 
proof by competence is explicitly justified by reference to a recent impe- 
rial memorandum allowing this procedure altematively to the proof by

For the interpretation of this passage, see Quack (2005:101).
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descent. Thus, reading competence in rituals was of importance when it 
came to the question of being allowed to priesthood, and being a priest 
meant material benefits. So there is some element of social competition 
for good jobs tied up with competence in reading ritual texts, and mak- 
ing the job more difficult would in effect mean to diminish the field of 
potentially successful candidates. Still, the context of the manuscripts in 
question is not really in favour of such a setting.

One line of thought applied to these orthographies was that they would 
act as a sort of internal commentary where writing was in itself giving an 
additional layer of meaning to the basic text (Smith 2009b: 357). To cite 
one proponent of such an approach: “Unetymological writings are capable 
of endowing a text with multiple levels of meaning. Moreover, they can 
refer to beliefs and concepts recorded in other texts and allow these to be 
brought into relation with it. I suggest that their particular contribution 
to ritual texts where the aim is to actualise both what is said and written, 
is to enhance their reifying power and extend the range of what they can 
actualise by bringing these other things into play. If Bodleian MS. Egypt. 
a. 3(P) is to be assigned to this category of texts where the manner in 
which a word is written is just as important as the manner in which it is 
pronounced, then it is not difficult to see why unetymological writings 
appear with such profusion in it.” (Smith in press).

I am not quite convinced that this line of reasoning is entirely correct, 
or at least it does not seem to hit the mark for the primary relevance, and 
some other scholars share my doubts (Hoffmann in press). If unetymo- 
logical writing was primarily a means of laying a commentary on the text 
itself and expanding its semantic relevance, we would expect it to occur 
in relatively equal measure all over the text, for all sorts of the vocabulary 
regardless of being archaic or still in common use, and especially for the 
semantically most loaded verbs and substantives. The real distribution is 
quite different. The new and surprising orthographies are largely limited 
to those words for which there is no established demotic Egyptian writ- 
ten form, and this often goes concomitant with the fact that these words 
have died out in contemporary speech, or at least the specific forms of the 
words are no longer in use. But within this field, unetymological writings 
are by no means concentrated on words with highly loaded semantic con- 
tent which would be in the centre of interpretation. They can also occur 
with prepositions or the negation or formative grammatical elements.

Furthermore, there are too many orthographies which do not really give 
a satisfactory new level of meaning to the text. If, for example, the prepo- 
sition “by” is written as “water” or “in greatness”, this hardly ever provides
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any acceptable new possibility of interpretation. Furthermore, while the 
cases where words with quite different meaning are used have been more 
in the focus of the discussion, we should not overlook the fact that in most 
cases, the new writings are just plain sequences of one-consonantal signs 
without any deeper meaning at all.

Another important aspect is that in the great majority of cases, we have 
only one or at most two different “new” orthographies for the words in 
question,14 and those are used consistently, without consideration of the 
specific context. Obviously, such an application makes it relatively diffi- 
cult to consider them as a commentary, as the essence of a commentary 
is to adapt to the specific context it is commenting.

Actually, there is a remarkable stability over time and regions attested 
for many cases in question. We have, e.g., the ancient word cw “evil, bad”. 
In Demotic, this is written with the group for ti “land”, optionally with 
the added determinative of the dying man. We have this writing in the 
following texts:'5

- pBM 10507, late Ptolemaic or Early Roman, from Akhmim.16
- Tablet Louvre E 10382, early Roman period, perhaps from Dendara.17

14 A rare case of two different writing possibilities is the word gmhsw for a sacred falcon 
which can be written as gm-hs “finding praise” in the book of Thot and as gm-hs “finding 
excrements” in pVienna D 6951 (different determinatives used for the second part), see 
Hofftnann in press. The reason for the divergence is perhaps that hs “praise” gradually fell 
out of normal use (it is hardly attested in Coptic). In the case of the four different writ- 
ings for the preposition m-c.w, local dialect differences are relevant, including the question 
which dialect had already lost the specific sound

15 In principle to be added to the documentation is an unpublished hieratic manuscript 
of the Book of the Temple (from Soknopaiou Nesos in the Fayum) where reversely £w is 
written in an expression which etymologically clearly contains ti “land”. Also, a difficult 
hieratic text shows a variation between ti and cw in different manuscripts, see Goyon 
(1999; 91 n. 52 and pl. XXXIX [51, 7]): with the latter probably being the better reading.

16 Quack (1999a: 41). I would insist on this interpretation against the opinion of Smith 
(2009a: 262) who thinks that the text makes good sense “as it stands”. Firstly, while formu- 
lations like “you will be save from all evil things” are very frequent in Egyptian texts, an 
expression "spirits of the earth” is otherwise completely unattested (and “spirits on earth”, 
as he tries to translate now in Smith (2009a: 262), would be ihy hr pi ti), and secondly, the 
orthography as ti is the only attested writing of cw “evil” in demotic texts. For writings of 
ifyy "thing” as if it were ihy “spirit”, see, e.g., the expression swh- ihy heading the indica- 
tions for the manual practice and the objects used in pMag. LL which are obviously to be 
understood as “collection of things” but are normally written as if they meant “collection 
of spirits”; for the translation see Quack (2008: 334 with note 17).

17 Widmer (2004: 664). The actual place of origin is unknown but the best parallels for 
the text are hieroglyphic inscriptions from Dendara. In any case, the writing seems upper 
Egyptian, not Fayumic.
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- pCarlsberg 182, second century CE, from Tebtynis in the Fayum (Osing 
1998: 211 and 212 note e).

- pVienna D 6527, second century CE, ffom Soknopaiou Nesos in the 
Fayum (Quack 1999b: 461).

- pMag. LL, third century CE, from Thebes (Griffith & Thompson 1904- 
1909, volume III, p. 92).

Tests of Frequency

In order to put the writings into a correct perspective, some statistics 
about their relative frequency are needed. I have chosen to limit my 
sample to two single texts, namely the writing tablet Louvre E 10382 and 
the ostracon BM 50601, and that for several reasons. Firstly, the limited 
amount of data contained in them makes it faster to process them and 
to formulate preliminary hypotheses which can then be checked against 
the bulk of the documentation (which would be very difficult to analyze 
without any guiding premise). Furthermore, both have been treated in 
full in good recent publications, and most especially, the text contained in 
them is known from hieroglyphic parallels, thus there is rarely any doubt 
about the semantic interpretation of the actual writing.'8

The writing tablet contains about 63 different words (some occurring 
several times). Of these, about 32 (including personal suffixes) are words 
at home in demotic and written in a completely normal way; either with 
historical groups or as sequences of one-consonantal signs which are the 
accepted way of writing these words also in non-religious texts. 28 are 
written with one-consonantal signs,18 19 either totally or for a relevant part 
of them,20 and not part of the normal demotic vocabulary.21 For none of 
those words, there would have been an obvious historic demotic group at 
hand to write them.

18 These criteria would also apply, in theory, to the ostracon Corteggiani 1 and the stela 
from Akhmim, but those texts do not contain enough relevant orthographies to make 
them meaningful items for statistical analysis.

19 The use of m for the preposition has been included here, as the normal demotic 
orthography for this preposition would be n. The presuffixal form 'imfhas been counted 
separately.

20 I have counted the instances of I}! and m-f as phonetic alphabetical writing, not as 
unetymological writing proper, contrary to Widmer (2004:677), since hi with the determi- 
native of the man with the hand to the mouth does not correspond to any normal writing 
for l}y “to be elevated, high”.

21 The demarcation between words forming part or not part of demotic vocabulary can 
be in doubt for some of them, but this is unlikely to substantially change the picture.
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Only three cases present words written, either as complete phonetic 
part or significant part of it, with a group otherwise serving to write a 
clearly unrelated demotic word, namely the following: the word “evil, bad” 
(ancient cw) is written with the group for ts “earth”, but followed by its 
appropriate determinative of the dying man. The word “plebs” (ancient 
rhy.t) is written as sl-he.t, making use of the group for he.t “body” for the 
final part of the word. The word psw.t tplt “first primordial time” is writ- 
ten as (ps)-wt-tp “the one with the green head” (or, perhaps even more 
probably, “the first papyrus plant”). AIl three writings are not specific to 
this single text but well attested in other manuscripts as the general and 
typical writing of the word in question whenever they occur in demotic. 
In the first one, the use of the specific determinative distanced it so much 
from the word "earth” that clearly there was no intention to create an 
ambiguity or deeper meaning. The second one obviously does not have 
any really “deeper meaning” since the first part sl, written alphabetically 
and without determinative, does not mean anything at all. In the third 
one, a connection with Osiris as the “green-headed” god,22 proposed for 
other attestations of the expression (Smith 2005: 210), does not seem par- 
ticularly relevant for the hymn in question where Osiris does not play 
any role.

Thus, in this case, the image is crystal-clear: There is no predilection at 
all to use “meaningful” writings with word groups to create an additional 
layer of associations or commentary. Rather, you would simply use one- 
consonantal signs to spell out the word in question (of course accord- 
ing to current pronunciation, not to the historical old form). If available, 
word-groups of fixed vocalic value would be used in order also to indicate 
the vowels for the recitation, but those were few and far between them, 
and since all were the only actually attested demotic orthographies of the 
words in question, the use of this writing would not have evoked some 
esoteric deeper hints to a reader accustomed to this sort of texts (as most 
of their users would certainly have been).

The ostracon presents a somewhat longer text. There are about 115 dif- 
ferent words in it. Of those, about 65 (including personal suffixes) are writ- 
ten in a completely normal way. About 30 are somewhat alphabetically

22 As a matter of fact, although Osiris is iconographical depicted with a green head 
(for reasons discussed hy Banaschak & Grothoff 2000), actual attestations of an epithet 
wic-tp are not only enormously rare but even never refer to Osiris at all, see Leitz et alii 
(2002: 262).
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written, aithough sometimes only for parts of the words.23 The number 
of writings which might be called “unetymological” comes at about 20.24 
On first sight, this looks like a significantly larger number than in the 
writing tablet. However, several points have to be kept in mind. Firstly, 
some writings are bordering on cases which can hardly be called “unety- 
mological” since, while at variance with traditional hieroglyphic spelling, 
they are much at home in demotic texts outside the religious sphere, 
e.g., iw (written like “income”) for irw “praise”.25 Furthermore, this spell- 
ing with complete words is by far the most frequent with words like par- 
ticles and grammatical elements which should be semantically the least 
loaded. Thus, we have tw*t (like the proclitic pronoun of the 2 sg. fem.) 
for the conjunction cr,26 n-na (like “of those of”) for the plural form of 
the genitive n.w, m like the suffix “we” for the formative element of the 
scm.n*f-tense, nti (like the relative converter) for the feminine form of the 
genitive n.t, w-wnw.t (like the word “hour” with an additional alphabetic 
w in front of it) for the auxiliary verb wnn “to exist” in a certain tense, ip 
(like the verb “to count”) for the copula of the nominal phrase,27 tw4-s.t 
(like “you gave a place”) for the formation ti-si “while she is”, mh (like he 
verb “to fill”) for the compound preposition m-hi.t “before”, n-nm (like 
“for us”) for the negation, and tw-n4 (like “gave me”) for the conjunction 
tnw “every time when”. Firstly, this leaves very few items where it could 
be even seriously discussed if the new writing gave an intentional layer of 
meaning. Secondly, the very fact that more than half of the cases where 
complete demotic words are used for unetymological writing come from 
this semantically rather “empty" category of words demonstrates clearly 
that considerations quite different from an intention for “commentary” or 
“deeper meaning” were the driving factor.

The following are the actual cases with nouns and full verbs: The par- 
ticiple of the verb nbi “to fashion” is written with the group for nb “lord” 
(1. 4); the verb in question is not otherwise used in demotic. Here, an 
“added meaning” would in principle make sense as a creator-god could 
justly be called “lord”.

23 This concems sequences like s-isp-p for ssp “light” and sfy-hpr for shpr “produce”.
24 Assuming that the twm-nfiox ni.nf is more likely to be a real variant than an unety- 

mological writing.
25 For demotic attestations of this word, see Ryholt (1999: 39).
26 Hardly a very bold writing, since m-tw or even tw are attested demotic writings for 

old m-cr.
27 For other cases of this orthography, see Hoffmann (2001: 226).
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The word nvy “limbs” is used for r.wi “the two arms” (1. 4); the dual is no 
longer existent in demotic and could not have been expressed correctly 
by any writing of the word really meant. The semantic area of the word 
actually used for the writing is so close to the original one as to leave little 
leeway for an added meaning.

The expression kry.t kn.t “high hill” is written as gynfo “form of a bull” 
(1. 6). For the first word of this expression, a writing as gy “form” is also 
attested in Mythus Leiden 10, 13. The second is otherwise unattested as 
adjective. The new writing, taken at face value, would have produced an 
acceptable sense in the context, and, were it not the known hieroglyphic 
parallels, might even have been accepted as what the text was intended 
to mean.

The word hnm “well” has been written at the end of 1. 6 and afterwards 
been erased. It does not correspond to anything in the attested hiero- 
glyphic parallels but could reasonably stand for the verb hnm “to unite”. 
This verb is not part of the normal demotic vocabulary and all attestations 
of it are showing metathesis and sound-changes. Thus, there would have 
been no other orthography available. A literal translation as “the well of 
the ennead is in adoration for him” does not really make sense.

sy.{*f “his nose” is used for sw.tif “his feathers” (1. 9). Here also, the 
word is not used in normal demotic. In the context, where the illumina- 
tion of the sky is treated, the writing would hardly give an appropriate 
additional layer of meaning.

The expression mtw f “word of the mouth” is used for the verb "to be 
successful” of which the most ancient form seems to be m‘r but which in 
later periods was usually written as if it sounded like m‘rt (1.10). This verb 
is otherwise unattested in demotic or Coptic. A “literal” reading as “great 
is the speech of the mouth” would be possible in the context.

The city-name nw.t “Thebes” is used for the sky-goddess nw.t but with 
added determinatives of the sun-disk and the divine (1. 22). In this case, 
normal writings would have been at hand and the reason for the graphic 
choice is not quite obvious (it might have been the intention to indicate 
a different pronunciation but we have no clear evidence for that). In any 
case, the determinatives added preclude any effort at just taking the writ- 
ing to actually mean “Thebes” although in a hymn to Amun, the main god 
of Thebes, the writing can be considered appropriate.

Thus, while some of the actually attested unetymological writings could 
be analyzed to give an additional layer of meaning, such an approach can- 
not convincingly be upheld for all of them.
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PreUminary Conclusions

We can now resume the results from these two texts into some prelimi- 
nary hypotheses and the consequences for interpretation they entail. 
Firstly, even in most of the liturgical texts in classical Egyptian, if demotic 
writing is employed, more than half of the words still appear in the regular 
demotic orthographies for those very words.28 In itself, that proves noth- 
ing more than the principal continuity of Egyptian lexems through times. 
The fact becomes more meaningful, however, if we turn it the other way 
round: if a normal demotic writing for the word was available, normally 
no demotic scribe bothered to make up any unetymological writing for it.29 
This, in itself, is a serious indication that there was no dominating drive 
for achieving an additional layer of meaning in those cases where “unety- 
mological” writings where employed, because if that had been the case, 
why would the scribes hardly ever have worked it on words for which 
a traditional orthography was available for them? The fact that some- 
times similar writings were employed even in administrative and docu- 
mentary texts where clarity would be the intention, not the creation of 
ambiguity and second meanings, also militates against the “commentary”- 
hypothesis.

Secondly, for words which did not have any traditional orthography in 
Demotic (and did not actually exist any longer in ordinary speech), the 
far more common solution was to employ purely alphabetical writings 
which did not allude to anything else at all. There was no urge felt by the 
scribes to look for writing solutions which could give additional layers 
of meaning.

Thirdly, writings employing groups for completely unrelated other 
words were most frequent with semantically rather “empty” prepositions 
and grammatical elements. Fourthly, when they were used for nouns or 
verbs, in most cases there was no really convincing additional meaning

28 The only likely exceptions are texts containing mainly recondite divine and geo- 
graphic names and epithets.

29 A rare exception is the divine name Hw.t-Hr “Hathor” which occurs once with the 
first element written as hc "silver” in Mythus Leiden 22, 24 and 25, as noted by Widmer 
(2004: 681). The writing provides a perfect indication of the phonetics if we suppose a 
state of the vowels as in the Saidic or Bohairic dialect where the word is pronounced ?>T 
(it would not function in Fayumic or Akhmimic where the form is ?ct), but semantically, 
it seems rather weak, since Hathor is the “golden”, not the “silver” goddess in Egyptian 
imagery. This writing is used only for Hathor linked geographically to Thebes and Dendara, 
and it might be a conscious effort of the scribe to indicate a particular pronunciation at 
home in that area.
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which could be produced by the process. Finally, the only really constant 
factor of “unetymological” writings using complete demotic word-groups 
is phonetics. Wherever we have sufficient external evidence for the pro- 
nunciation of the words in question, we can conclude that the word used 
in writing really had the very same sound-sequence or a close approxima- 
tion of it.3°

We should also note one additional point: Classical-Egyptian language 
ritual texts in demotic script do have “unetymological” writing on a 
regular basis. But contemporary classical-Egyptian ritual manuscripts in 
hieratic script, sometimes even of the very same compositions, do not 
normally have them. It would be quite surprising if the urge to lay an 
additional meta-layer on a text were so much greater with demotic than 
with hieratic scribes. This is most evident in the case of papyrus Bodleian 
MS. Egypt. a. 3(P) which has some hieratic and some demotic ritual texts. 
Only the demotic ones are characterised by “unetymological” writing. 
Why would the scribe have refrained from using it for the hieratic parts 
of the manuscript if he had really a substantial interest in providing such 
an additional layer of meaning?

However, the fact of the choice between hieratic and demotic writing 
to use for the ritual manuscripts is meaningful in itself. If some scribes 
preferred demotic script for ritual texts even though it forced them to 
use complicated non-etymological writings, there must have been other 
advantages to be gained (Hoffman in press). One point is perhaps the 
better legibility of demotic script. This might seem surprising to us, since 
modern Egyptologists normally deem demotic to be far more difficult. But 
the ancient training seems to have been different, with demotic as the 
normal writing system taught during the Late Period. Even more impor- 
tant is probably another point. The crucial part of a ritual is to recite it 
with correct pronunciation. Understanding the semantics of the spells 
by the recitator was much less an issue. This means that demotic script, 
by the very fact of being unetymological, was helpful for the performer. 
Instead of having to memorise lots of words not part of his active Ian- 
guage, he could just use a manuscript with relatively clear indications for 
correct pronunciation.

30 Due to constraints of space as well as the highly special discussion needed for it, 
I refrain from demonstrating this in more detail; already Hoffmann (2001) has provided 
several good examples.
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Additional Evidence

The question of competence in a somewhat dead earlier phase of Egyptian 
language cries for introducing another piece of evidence up to now not 
much drawn into the debate about the sense of demotic “unetymological” 
writing. This is an onomasticon from the second century CE which lists of 
words arranged according to semantic groups (Osing 1998). The basic part 
of the text is written in hieratic, with a relatively classical orthography. But 
above many of the words, there is a supralinear gloss, often in demotic, 
and sometimes also in Greek letters with some additional demotic one- 
consonantal signs for sounds not present in Greek (Osing 1998: 40-50). In 
most cases the glossing is concerned with questions of pronunciation of 
the whole word or parts of it (especially the stressed syllable which would 
be the only one to contain a full, unreduced vowel). In other cases, there 
can be also an indication of meaning, realised by the label “sort of...".

The demotic forms for the pronunciation are obviously to be seen on 
a level similar to the writings in the ritual texts we have discussed so far. 
Some examples should show this:

For the verb hri “to prepare” we have as a gloss the divine name of 
Horus, Egyptian Hr. The word 'hy.t “noon time” is glossed by ih.t “cow”. 
For mtw “staff”, we have the sign for the number 10 (mtw). A verb prs 
of uncertain meaning is glossed by ps rsi “the south”. hmy “enemies” is 
glossed as smw “parents in law”.

The obvious reason for these glosses is the training of ritual specialists. 
With its collection of words, many of them no longer in current use, and 
their classification according to semantic categories, this is a classical case 
of a reference tool. Even more, the second half of the papyrus collects 
specifically fimdamental religious knowledge. This clearly shows how it 
was a manual for the specialist and helps further to situate the glossing. 
The knowledge of meaning and pronunciation of classical Egyptian was 
a precarious thing and in need not only of training as such, but even of 
written fixation.

One point is now of crucial importance: in this text we have a collec- 
tion normally of individual words or at most very short statements. Thus, 
the idea proposed for the ritual manuscripts, that the “unetymological” 
writing should give an additional layer of meaning to the text, is hardly 
pertinent. After all, here we have single words which could be used in 
quite different contexts, and they do not form a coherent text. How could 
a single “unetymological” writing for any one of them effectively produce
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a context-sensitive commentary or additional meaning? Thus, only the 
advantage of indicating the correct sound more clearly comes out as over- 
arching reason for choosing the demotic writing for rituals in classical 
Egyptian script, including either purely one-consonantal indications of 
the actual pronunciation, or groups for quite different words of identical 
or closely similar sound.

Theoretical Questions

Thus, we can certainly arrive at the conclusion that oral performance 
played an important part in choosing this notation. However, if we regard 
the situation from a theoretical point of view, we could say more about 
what happens here. The point is that we have become accustomed to 
regard certain Egyptian orthographies as “regular” because they got rela- 
tively fixed during the formative early periods of Egyptian writing. If we 
look at it from the synchronic point of view of the early Egyptians, for 
most words, in the beginning, writing was in some way “unetymologi- 
cal” because the basic signs used were gained by abstracting sounds and 
sound-sequences from the concrete objects depicted and applying them 
to these sound-sequences in general, independently of etymological con- 
nection. Establishing any sort of orthography meant creating writings 
which could become future norms but were not, at the time of their first 
establishment, already canonical—they only became the norm because 
time proved their practical usability.

What we have now with the writing system used for classical Egyptian 
texts in a more modern writing system is, I think, not fundamentally dif- 
ferent from what went on during the formative phase of Egyptian hiero- 
glyphic writing. Where applicable, signs with the value of several sounds 
were used; else recurrence to simple one-consonantal signs was the option. 
The only serious difference is about the basic material to be used. In the 
phonetic part of hieroglyphic writing, signs with the values of one, two or 
three consonants or whole words were available. By contrast, in demotic, 
for the signs with phonetic value, it only makes sense to differentiate 
between one-consonantal signs and groups (Quack 2009a; Quack in press 
b). Groups, however, practically always represent a writing of a complete 
word. Thus any writing of a demotic word which is not confined to one- 
consonantal signs cannot avoid creating associations with a word. If the 
word is etymologically closely related, we would normally consider this as 
an etymological writing and not pay more attention to it. If, however, the
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word seems substantially different in meaning or etymology, we speak of 
unetymological writing and try to come up with explanations for it.

Perhaps this is not the best possible approach. Shouldn’t we rather 
loosen our fixation on the seemingly word-fixed value of the demotic 
groups and go a step towards recognising them as signs for a sequence of 
several sounds, partially with fixed vocalic value? After all, in those cases 
which happen too regularly to be explicitly noted and commented, we 
actually do practice such an approach. For example, the complete group 
for the word mn “to remain”, including the determinative, is often used in 
Roman period manuscripts as part of the writing of the word mny “daily”. 
The groups for the verbs ini “to fetch” and iri “to do” are used freely for 
indication the sounds of n and r in specific phonetic situations (Zauzich 
1998: 748fi). Nobody has up to now considered such writings under the 
same angle as that of the “unetymological” writings, perhaps because they 
seemed so normal. But frequency of attestation and theoretical classifica- 
tion are obviously different questions.

Thus, the phenomenon of writing in demotic ritual texts looses much 
of its seemingly specific nature. It is bound up with a general restructuring 
of the writing system occurring with the onset of Demotic in which, once 
again, clocks were set back to zero, and for establishing orthography you 
would start with what signs for single consonants or sequences of sound 
you had, basing yourself on the actual pronunciation. The only serious dif- 
ference to the first formative period of Egyptian writing during the proto- 
and early-dynastic period is that this time, vocalic value at least of some 
groups seems to have been fixed while the early development was charac- 
terised by the enormous abstraction achievement of disregarding vowels.3'

This might bring up another point which I have withheld up to now. I 
have only spoken of rendering Egyptian-language ritual texts in demotic 
writing. But there are also cases where demotic writing is used for Semitic 
ritual texts, most especially the famous papyrus Amherst 63 (Quack 2009b). 
If we look closely, on a structural basis things are not so different, with 
the only exception that here of course there is no traditional Demotic 
writing using word-groups possible for the Semitic words at all. But also 
here we have the situation that most words are written simply with 31

31 As I have noted in Quack (2006), contrary to many theories of Graecocentric scholars, 
disregarding the vowels in writing was not simply a shortcoming but had real advantages, 
and besides it was an abstraction only possible if you clearly understood the difference 
between consonants and vowels.
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one-consonantal signs while in statistically much rarer cases, complete 
Egyptian groups were used, and perhaps also there with a fixed vocalic 
value. But the content as well as the language of the basic text obviously 
excludes that those Egyptian words were chosen to give an added layer 
of meaning.

Coming to a conclusion about the whole question of supposedly 
“unetymological” writing, it seems that it was tackled the wrong way in 
scholarly discussion, as far as theoretical implications go. It is no more 
than the logical result of the structure of the demotic writing system 
which gave you only one-consonantal signs and complete groups. If you 
had to write a word without established orthography, you could either 
simply take one-consonantal signs or, if it fitted in, a group. Using a group 
was much less frequent for the simple reason that it happened only infre- 
quently that an etymologically completely unrelated word would provide 
a phonetically good fit for the word, or part of it, you wanted to write. 
It would be advisable to drop the term of “unetymological” writing alto- 
gether and label these writings just as “phonological”. The theoretical 
background to the orthography was identical in all sorts of texts. The only 
reason why “unetymological” writing was so much more frequent in ritual 
texts than in other genres is that the traditional ritual texts contain many 
more words having died out in contemporary speech and being in need of 
creating an orthography for them. This means that there is no mysterious 
deeper meaning to the orthography of these ritual manuscripts. The only 
thing which remains is our technical difficulty to decode them, which is 
due to the fact that we are still at a pioneer level where we have to get 
better acquainted with the specific writings for many archaic words and 
formulations.

Going Further On

Going beyond the demotic writing for ritual texts with its many “unetymo- 
logical", or better “phonological” spellings, even a further step is possible, 
namely to apply the Greek alphabet to such a ritual text. After all, many 
scholars, especially those coming from classical studies, think that the 
Greek alphabet is quite superior to earlier writing systems, not least in its 
capability to render phonetically accurate and unambiguously the sound 
of speech (e.g., Havelock 1982; Havelock 1986; Powell 1991). The logic fol- 
lowed so far would indicate that using the Greek alphabet is a logical next 
step to use on Egyptian ritual texts since its use would be even clearer and
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simpler for guarding the pronunciation of the spells than what could be 
expressed in demotic writing.

As a matter of fact, there actually are a few compositions which turn 
this approach into a real practice. However, we have of necessity to add 
one element to the Greek alphabet to make it viable as a usable medium 
of rendering Egyptian language. There are some sounds not existing in 
Greek but important as phonemes in Egyptian. These have to be indi- 
cated in any text which seriously intends to notate Egyptian languages in 
a way enabling easy and correct pronunciation. Thus, the Greek letters 
are supplemented by a group of signs taken over from one-consonantal 
signs of the demotic script for the sounds in question. Especially in the 
earliest texts making use of such signs, you can still feel the groping for 
the best solution in this domain, with several possible variants of which 
only one is finally generalized in what becomes the normal Coptic writing 
system. These early and still experimental texts are nowadays known as 
“Old-Coptic”. However, I should stress that most of them are not directly 
relevant for my topic because as for the content, they do not reproduce 
age-old rituals but contemporary texts in a language closely mirroring 
contemporary speech.

There is only one substantial text which really contributes to the ques- 
tion of traditional ritual texts, even if it poses enormous problems. That 
the text preserved in papyrus British Museum 10808. By now, there have 
been some articles and two monographs devoted to it, but we are far from 
having reached even a basic consensus as to what that papyrus actually is 
about.32 Most often, it has been understood as a sequence of three spells 
against fever-demons. I personally disagree profoundly and would like 
to interpret the text as a ritual for gaining favour and affection. Such a 
divergence of opinion clearly illustrates that the papyrus is far from easily 
understandable on a semantic level, even if the column is preserved fairly 
completely and thus neither the legibility of the signs nor lacunae are a 
major source of problems.

Perhaps I should say more specifically that what has caused such seri- 
ous problems is actually one column of the text which contains exclu- 
sively incantation formulae to be recited. There are some remnants of a 
second column, and while they are too damaged to yield much connected

32 Principle studies are Crum (1941); Volten (1953); Osing (1976) with critical reviews 
by Vergote (1977) and Shisha-Halevy (1980); Sederholm (2006) with critical reviews by 
Depuydt (2008) and Quack (2009c).
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sense, they are in themselves quite clear and understandable, and this is 
due to one basic trait: They are written in demotic Egyptian script and 
employ contemporary language. This fact can by now be augmented by 
further evidence. There is a still unpublished fragment in the papyrus col- 
lection of the EES at Oxford (105/124) which represents almost certainly 
the upper half of the second column, quite well preserved. In it, the title, 
the application and the manual instructions are written out in demotic, 
only the actual incantation makes use of Greek letters, in this case without 
any obvious background in Egyptian language. This gives us one impor- 
tant key for the overall interpretation. The scribe and user of the papyrus 
himself was capable of writing and reading demotic but did not deem it 
the best option for writing down the spells. In this case we can be abso- 
lutely sure that he did not intend to convey an additional layer of meaning 
because a text written almost exclusively in Greek letters and demotic 
one-consonantal-signs could not possibly function as a commentary in 
the way alleged for the demotic ritual texts.

Sederholm proposed in his recent edition that the text was alphabetic, 
but not vocalic and would not have been understandable for another 
scribe (Sederholm 2006: XIV). I tend to seriously disagree. The very aim 
of this text was to render as accurately as possible the real contemporary 
pronunciation of the spell in order to assure the most correct recitation. 
The use of vowels, in cases where the sense is well enough understood to 
make a check possible, seems correct and consistent, thus we can sup- 
pose that the document was actually intended to convey the sound of 
the recitation as closely as it was possible with the writing tools available. 
The break with traditional Egyptian writing traditions this entailed, how- 
ever, clearly produces a shift in priority. While the phonetic realisation 
becomes even easier than with any sort of Egyptian writing, the semantic 
side of the text looses seriously. We can still suppose that an Egyptian rit- 
ual specialist would have fewer difficulties than a modem scholar, being 
more at home with such texts than we can ever hope for. But still the fact 
that the text is so difficult for us to decode is some indicator towards the 
problems it would present even to an ancient Egyptian.

In this case, the difficulties are serious even though the use of addi- 
tional signs derived from demotic one-consonantal signs meant that all 
existing sounds of the Egyptian language could be appropriately repre- 
sented. We can imagine how much more difficult things become once we 
use only the existing Greek letters without additional indication of sounds 
unknown to Greek. This, however, is what would happen in magical man- 
uscripts of the third to fifth century BCE from Egypt. They are basically
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written in Greek, especially for the manual indications to be performed. 
The recitations, however, could include sections noted in Greek writing 
but not simply being Greek. Rather, there was an admixture of Egyptian 
or Semitic parts. Obviously, semantically decoding these incantations is 
highly difficult, and modem scholars are far from understanding all of it, 
even the proposed etymologies for certain sound-sequences (assembled 
in Brashear 1995) are often controversial and rarely really convincing.

Regardless of the cleverness of modem scholars in decoding them, 
however, what matters at least equally is how ancient practitioners and 
listeners reacted to them. We can suppose that quite soon after the forg- 
ing of the incantations they had no longer any clear idea of what was 
semantically meant. We can even bolster this claim by recurrence to a 
well-known ancient discursive passage in Greek. It is found in a treatise 
where the ritual technique of theurgy is defended, which claims to be 
based on methods used by Egyptian priests for achieving direct contact 
with the deity. One point raised by critics was the sequences of “barbaric” 
words without any discernible clear meaning. The author of the treatise 
defends their use (Jamblichus, De mysteriis VII 4f.). As principal argument 
he adduces that those sound-sequences are dear to the gods regardless of 
if they are understood by men (des Places 1966:191-195). They are simply 
the first ones used in contact with the deity, and their immutability was a 
virtue in itself. This probably tells us quite a bit about contemporary reac- 
tions in the third and fourth century CE, and it is the logical conclusion 
of the developments in the writing of Egyptian ritual manuscripts I have 
presented here.33
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